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Energy-Efficient Computation Offloading in Mobile

Edge Computing Systems with Uncertainties
Tianxi Ji, Changqing Luo, Lixing Yu, Qianlong Wang, Siheng Chen, Arun Thapa, and Pan Li

Abstract—1Computation offloading is indispensable for mobile
edge computing (MEC). It uses edge resources to enable intensive
computations and save energy for resource-constrained devices.
Existing works generally impose strong assumptions on radio
channels and network queue sizes. However, practical MEC
systems are subject to various uncertainties rendering these
assumptions impractical. In this paper, we investigate the energy-
efficient computation offloading problem by relaxing those com-
mon assumptions and considering intrinsic uncertainties in the
network. Specifically, we minimize the worst-case expected energy
consumption of a local device when executing a time-critical
application modeled as a directed acyclic graph. We employ the
extreme value theory to bound the occurrence probability of
uncertain events. To solve the formulated problem, we develop an
ǫ-bounded approximation algorithm based on column generation.
The proposed algorithm can efficiently identify a feasible solution
that is less than (1+ǫ) of the optimal one. We implement the pro-
posed scheme on an Android smartphone and conduct extensive
experiments using a real-world application. Experiment results
corroborate that it will lead to lower energy consumption for the
client device by considering the intrinsic uncertainties during
computation offloading. The proposed computation offloading
scheme also significantly outperforms other schemes in terms
of energy saving.

Index Terms—Mobile edge computing, computation offloading,
network uncertainties, energy efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE breakthroughs of hardware and software technologies

have resulted in the surge of various mobile applications,

such as real-time online gaming and anywhere anytime online

social interactions. Mobile devices (e.g., smartphones and

wearable devices) executing these applications are usually

computation-constrained and battery-limited [1], which can

hinder the development of mobile applications. To address

this issue, academia and industry propose to employ moible
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edge computing (MEC) to let mobile devices offload their

computations to edge servers with abundant resources in

the proximity [2], [3]. As a result, mobile devices are able

to support computation-intensive and energy-hungry mobile

applications in MEC systems.

So far, researchers have conducted extensive works on

energy-efficient computation offloading schemes [4]–[16].

Specifically, some works are based on physical layer design

of wireless communications [5], [9]. Some designed schemes

from the perspective of cross-layer design [6], [7], [17]. Some

focused on designing offloading schemes for time-critical

applications [10], [12]–[15], [18]. Previous studies generally

impose strong assumptions on communication channels and

network queue sizes; they develop computation offloading

schemes based on specific radio channels and network queue

models. For example, Zhang et al. [13] proposed the one-

climb policy to offload computations under independent and

identically distributed (i.i.d.) stochastic channels. Geng et

al. [4] proposed a critical path based solution to allocate

computation tasks to a mobile multi-core device and an edge

server without considering dynamic network queues.

However, a practical MEC system is always subject to

intrinsic uncertainties like unknown communication channels

and network queue size. Factors like weather, obstacles, move-

ments can easily affect radio channels [19]. For example,

it has been shown that the varying locations of the local

mobile transmitter and receiver can lead to uncertainties in

channel law as well as arbitrarily varying communication bit

rates and energy consumption [20]. The network queue size

is also highly dependent on data volume, network condition,

arrival/processing methods, etc., [21]. Recent studies have

shown that sudden burst of serving requests can overflow

the edge servers’ resource and cause MEC failure [22], [23].

Consequently, it is impossible to use approximated mathemat-

ical models to accurately capture the underlying dynamics of

radio channel and network queue size [24]. Since the strong

assumptions on radio channels and network queue size cannot

hold in practical MEC systems, simply applying computation

offloading schemes developed based on the two assumptions

can cause improper parameter deployment at the wireless

link layer and even upper layers, which incurs performance

degradation. This is because the parameter deployment at

the wireless link layer and upper layers, e.g., transmission

and reception power, channel allocation, and routing, are

highly related to the radio channels and network queue size.

Particularly, in Section VII-D, we will empirically corroborate

the fact that strong assumptions on channel conditions and

queuing delay will result in much higher energy consumption

http://arxiv.org/abs/2201.10398v1
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at the client device in computation offloading.

In light of this, we are motivated to investigate the com-

putation offloading problem by taking into account intrinsic

uncertainties in practical MEC systems. We model the mobile

application as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), and handle the

execution dependency by explicitly considering the parent and

children sets of each computation module. To efficiently solve

the formulated the energy-efficient computation offloading

problem, we develop a column generation based ǫ-bounded

algorithm with theoretical optimality guarantee. The main

contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We study energy-efficient computation offloading by lift-

ing strong assumptions on communication channels and

network queue size imposed by previous studies.

• We design an energy-efficient computation offloading

scheme for executing a mobile application modeled as

a DAG in a practical MEC system with uncertainties.

Particularly, we employ the extreme value theory to

bound the occurrence probability of uncertain events.

• We formulate the energy-efficient computation offload-

ing problem that is subject to the application execution

time and develop an efficient column generation based

algorithm to solve it. In particular, we also provide an ǫ-
bounded approximate solution with theoretical guarantee

on the optimality of the proposed scheme.

• We propose computation offloading principles for mobile

applications with only sequential or parallel module de-

pendency in practical MEC systems with uncertainties.

• We implement our proposed offloading scheme on an

Android platform, and conduct extensive experiments by

executing a real-world application, i.e., Smart Diagnosis.

Experiment results corroborate that we can reduce the

energy consumption of the client device by explicitly

considering the intrinsic uncertainties in computation of-

floading, and also demonstrate that our proposed scheme

significantly outperforms other state-of-the-art computa-

tion offloading schemes in terms of energy saving.

Roadmap. We introduce the related works in Section II.

Section III describes the considered system model. We present

the process of handling the randomness caused by uncertain-

ties of MEC systems in Section IV, followed by the formula-

tion of the energy-efficient computation offloading problem in

Section V. We develop the column generation based algorithm

to solve the formulated problem, and provide computation

offloading principles for special mobile applications in Section

VI. We show our experiment results in Section VII, and

conclude the paper in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORKS

Quite a few works have studied the problem of energy-

efficient computation offloading in MEC systems [3]–[7], [9],

[10], [12]–[15], [25]. From the communication perspective,

these existing studies can be generally categorized into the

physical layer design based, the cross-layer design based, and

the time-critical application based. We discuss them as follows.

A. Physical layer design based schemes.

This line of works focus on the impact of electronic circuit

transmission on offloading decisions and energy consumption.

For example, Geng et al. [4] propose a critical path based

solution to recursively check the task modules and move them

to the right CPU cores of a multicore mobile device to save

its energy consumption. Wang et al. [5] take advantage of

dynamic voltage scaling technology to adjust the transmission

power at the physical layer in the course of computation

offloading. Sardellitti et al. [9] jointly optimize the radio

resources, constellation size, and CPU cycles per second of

the mobile device to minimize the energy consumption of local

device.

B. Cross-layer design based schemes.

This category of works attend to devise offloading systems

by exploiting the resources in different layers in MEC systems.

For example, Barbarossa et al. [17] propose a joint framework

encompassing a fading channel depending on the number of

antennas and packet retransmission strategies to determine

the joint allocation of radio resources and computation tasks.

Zhang et al. [6] incorporate the multi-access characteristics of

the 5G heterogeneous network to jointly optimize offloading

and radio resource allocation. Yu et al. [7] minimize the energy

consumption of local execution by jointly investigating the

subcarrier allocation for offloaded tasks and local CPU time

allocation.

C. Time-critical mobile application based schemes.

These works concentrate on the development of proper

delay-sensitive scheduling mechanism to meet the quality-

of-service requirements of mobile users in computation of-

floading. For example, Hermes [10], a fully polynomial time

approximation scheme, minimizes the application execution

latency while meeting the prescribed resource utilization con-

straints. Jia et al. [12] propose a heuristic programming parti-

tion scheme to maximize the parallelism so as to minimize the

completion time of an application. Zhang et al. [13] propose

a one-climb-policy to offload application with only sequential

dependency while meeting a time deadline. Mahmoodi et al.

[14] apply integer programming to develop a wireless aware

joint scheduling and computation offloading to maximize en-

ergy saving for devices while satisfying the execution deadline.

Liu et al. [15] propose a latency-optimal offloading scheme by

considering the combination of the queueing state in the task

buffer, the execution state of the device’s processing unit and

transmission unit. Meng et al. [26] use an infinite horizon

average cost Markov decision process to characterize the

interactions between local device and edge server, and develop

a delay-optimal multilevel water-filling computation offloading

solution. Hou et al. [25] consider computation offloading for

latency-sensitive applications in Internet of Vehicles.

All these previous studies impose strong assumptions on

communication channels and network queue size. However, in

practical MEC systems, radio channels and network queue size

are usually dynamic and the patterns of the dynamics are un-

able to be captured accurately [24]. Particularly, channel status
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can also be very unpredictable even during the offloading of

task modules of an application. As a result, those assumptions

cannot hold in real world applications. Although some works,

e.g., [10], adapt an online optimization scheme to continuously

probe the radio channels of the unknown dynamic environ-

ments, it cannot consider potential extreme cases sufficiently

and will introduce extra communication overhead. Therefore,

to develop an energy-efficient computation offloading scheme

for a practical MEC system is still an open issue.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Mobile Application Model

We consider a mobile application that is composed of

mutually dependent computation task modules (i.e., proce-

dures/components), which need to be executed in a specific

order. Thus, a mobile application can generally be modeled as

a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G = {N , E}, where N and E
are the sets of nodes (i.e., task modules) and directed edges

(i.e., indicating the dependency between two task modules),

respectively. This modeling has been widely adopted in the

computation offloading literature, such as, [2], [10], [11], [13],

[16], which capture the inter-dependency among different task

modules using directed acyclic call-graph. In practice, the

partition of application into task modules can be obtained

using task profilers [27], [28] or manually decided by the

mobile user. In Fig. 1, we show an example of a DAG modeled

real-world mobile mobile application called Smart Diagnosis.

Fig. 1. An example of a DAG-modeled mobile application, Smart Diagnosis.

A task module n ∈ N of a mobile application is defined by

ωn, where ωn is the computation workload (in CPU cycles)

of module n. The dependency between two task modules is

defined by on,k, for k ∈ C(n), where on,k is the output data

size (in bits) from n to k and C(n) is the set of child nodes

of module n. Likewise, we also denote by M(n) the set of

parent nodes of module n. Note that, ωn’s and on,k’s can

be inferred by task profilers [27], [28] before running any

offloading scheme. Table I lists the frequently used notations.

B. MEC System Model

We consider a typical MEC system, in which task modules

of a mobile application are offloaded over uncertain radio

channels to edge servers. A task module is waiting in a queue

before it is transmitted over a wireless channel. In addition,

to support computation offloading, the edge server assigns

virtual machines to execute task modules offloaded by client

devices. We also take into account a time-slotted MEC system;

the time is divided into slots with equal duration ∆, and the

discrete time period ((t− 1)∆, t∆] is referred to as slot t. To

guarantee the quality of service, the entire mobile application

is considered to complete before T timeslots.

C. Computation Execution in the MEC System

1) The Location of Executing A Task Module: To model the

module execution location, we first define a binary variable

x
p
n,t to indicate whether module n terminates its execution at

the tth slot at a client device (i.e., p = 0) or at an edge server

(i.e., p = 1). x0
n ∈ {0, 1}T and x

1
n ∈ {0, 1}T are 1-sparse

vectors that recording values of x0
n,t and x

1
n,t, respectively. As

a result, we have cn =
∑T

t=1 x
0
n,t = 1 and sn =

∑T
t=1 x

1
n,t =

1 for executing task module n at a client device and an edge

server, respectively. Since a task module can be executed at

either a client device or the edge server, we have

cn + sn = 1, ∀n ∈ N . (1)

Particularly, for practical mobile applications, the first and

last task module are usually used for initializing a mobile

application and displaying computation results [2]. Both of

them need to be done at the client. Hence,

c1 = 1 and cN = 1. (2)

2) Module Execution Completion: The execution com-

pletion time of a module n can be calculated by∑1
p=0

∑T
t=1 tx

p
n,t. Due to a time-critical mobile application,

the completion time of the last task module is subject to

T∑

t=1

tx0
N,t ≤ T. (3)

3) Task Module Execution Dependency: Due to the inter-

action among task modules, the completion of executing a

task module depends on its parent modules. Specifically, the

starting time to execute a module n should be no earlier than

the time when its parent module m (∀m ∈ M(n)) completes

execution plus the time for possible output data queuing and

transmission between the client device and the edge server.

Thus, we can model the module execution dependency by

1∑

p=0

T∑

t=1

txp
m,t + cmsn

Qu
m,n + om,n

Ru
+ smcn

Qd
m,n + om,n

Rd

≤
1∑

p=0

T∑

t=1

txp
n,t − sn

ωn

fs
− cn

ωn

fc
, ∀m ∈ M(n), ∀n ∈ N ,

(4)

where Qu
m,n (resp. Qd

m,n) is a random variable presenting the

existing queue lengths of the out-going buffers at a client de-

vice (resp. edge server) when transmitting om,n over uncertain

wireless channels, fc and fs are the CPU frequencies of the

client device and virtual machine, respectively, and Ru (resp.

Rd) is a random variable presenting the bit rates for uploading

data to (resp. downloading data from) the edge server. For

instance,
Qu

m,n+om,n

Ru
calculates the overall time of transmitting

the output data of size om,n and the existing buffered data of

size Qu
m,n to the edge server under a random transmission rate
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TABLE I
FREQUENTLY USED NOTATIONS.

Notations Descriptions Notations Descriptions

N set of task modules in an application cn ∈ {0, 1} whether or not module n is executed at local device

E set of dependency connections among modules sn ∈ {0, 1} whether or not module n is offloaded to edge server

ωn workload (in CPU cycles) of task module n ∈ N Qu
m,n uncertain existing queue lengths at the client device

on,k output data size (in bits) from module n and to k Qd
m,n uncertain existing queue lengths at the edge server

C(n) set of children nodes of module n fc (fs) CPU frequencies at local device (edge server)

M(n) set of parent nodes of module n Ru (Rd) uncertain uploading (downloading) bit rates

∆ duration of a time slot in the MEC system Pu (Pd) uncertain uploading (downloading) power consumption

T completion deadline of the mobile application ǫm upper bound of extreme event occurrence probability

x
p
n,t whether or not module n terminates execution in ǫ approximation factor of the optimal solution

∈ {0, 1} tth slot at client device p = 0 (or edge p = 1) Ψ worst-case expected energy consumption of local device

Ru. Based on the Shannon-Hartley theorem, the bit rates Ru

and Rd can be obtained by R = B log2(1 + SNR), where B
is the bandwidth and SNR is the nondeterministic signal-to-

noise ratio. Note that in (4) we do not have any assumptions

on the queuing models (e.g., Poisson distributed task arrival

rates and exponential distributed job processing time assumed

in the M/M/1 model [29]), and the uncertainties introduced by

queue length and bit rates will be addressed by the extreme

value theory in the following section.

IV. HANDLING THE UNCERTAINTIES

Due to the uncertain radio channels and network queue

length, Qu
m,n, Q

d
m,n, Ru, and Rd in (4) are random variables.

To deal with the uncertainties, we propose to apply the extreme

value theory and bound the time for the data queuing and

transmission in the worst case. In so doing, we can draw broad

conclusions about computation offloading in MEC systems

without relying on specific case of radio channel and queuing

model (e.g., the block-fading channel, constant or Poisson

distributed queue size). The reason is that the extreme value

theory is a technique describing the unusual rather than the

usual, even if the network parameters change over time,

their values will still be upper-bounded by their extreme

values with a large probability. By explicitly accounting for

the uncertainties, our methodology is also superior than the

classical ones, e.g., [29], which applies large deviation theory

to handle rare events in the network.

Specifically, we consider the Generalized Extreme Value

(GEV) distribution instead of its specific cases commonly

used by existing works [30]–[33] when applying the extreme

value theory to wireless radio channels. This is because these

methods need to choose the most appropriate special case of

the GEV distribution, and the followed statistic inferences do

not allow any flexibility once the special case is determined.

We start with the case that a client device offloads module

n to the edge server, i.e., sn = 1, cn = 0, and x
0
n = 0, and

rewrite (4) as

cm
Qu

m,n + om,n

Ru
≤

t=T∑

t=1

tx1
n,t −

1∑

p=0

t=T∑

t=1

txp
m,t −

ωn

fs
, (5)

∀m ∈ M(n), ∀n ∈ N . Define random variable V =
Qu

m,n+om,n

Ru
∈ [0,+∞), which is the quotient between two

random variables. According to [34], one generic way to

derive the distribution of quotient from the joint distribution

of the two involved random variables (i.e., Qu
m,n + om,n

and Ru in our case) is by integration of the following form

fV (v) =
∫
|r|fQ,R(vr, r)dr, where fQ,R(vr, r) is the joint

PDF of Qu
m,n + om,n and Ru, v and r denotes one pair of

instance of random variable V and Ru, and the multiplication

of u and v represent one instance of the size of the buffered

data (Qu
m,n) plus the size of om,n.

The common way of handling the randomness is to bound

the expected time of the data transmission and queuing by

taking the expected value of V . However, due to no prior

knowledge of the distributions of Qu
m,n and Ru, it is impos-

sible to obtain fV (v) in practice. Moreover, only relying on

the expected value is insufficient for ultra-reliable low latency

communication (URLLC) applications, as it might fail to

quantify some extreme events in the wireless communication

systems [33], [35]. To address this issue, we consider the kth

order statistic, i.e., V(k) = max
1≤i≤k

Vi, to bound the time of data

transmission and queuing in the worst case. {V1, V2, · · ·Vk}
are samples drawn from fV (v). Thus, we can rewrite (5) as

cmsnV(k) ≤
t=T∑

t=1

tx1
n,t −

p=1,t=T∑

p=0,t=1

txp
m,t − sn

ωn

fs
,

∀m ∈ M(n), ∀n ∈ N , and bound the probability that V(k)

exceeds its upper bound by

Pr(cmV(k) ≥ bc,sm,n) ≤ ǫm, ∀m ∈ M(n), ∀n ∈ N , (6)

where bc,sm,n =
∑t=T

t=1 tx1
n,t −

∑p=1,t=T
p=0,t=1 txp

m,t − ωn

fs
and

ǫm ≪ 1. To characterize the PDF of V(k), we resort to the ex-

treme value theory and explore the Generalized Fisher-Tippett-

Gnedenko theorem to bound the worst-case data transmission

time and queuing delay in the MEC system.

Theorem 1 (Generalized Fisher-Tippett-Gnedenko Theorem

[36]): Let Vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, be a sequence of random variables

with a common PDF as fV (v), and V(k) = max
1≤i≤k

Vi. If there

exist two sequences of constants ak ∈ R+ and bk ∈ R such

that Pr(
V(k)−bk

ak
≤ z) ≈ G(z) as k → ∞ for a non-degenerate

distribution function G, where ≈ stands for “asymptotic to”.

Then G is a member of the GEV family with a cumulative

distribution function (CDF) as

G(z) =






exp

{
− [1 + ξ(

z − µ

σ
)−1/ξ]

}
, if ξ 6= 0,

exp

{
− exp[−

z − µ

σ
]

}
, if ξ = 0,
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defined over the set {z : 1 + ξ(z − µ)/σ > 0}, where µ ∈
R, ξ ∈ R, and σ ∈ R+ are the location parameter, shape

parameter, and scale parameter, respectively.

Remark 1: In particular, G(z) becomes the Gumbel dis-

tribution, Fréchet distribution, and Weibull distribution, when

ξ = 0, ξ > 0, and ξ < 0, respectively. The three distributions

are all members of GEV family distribution and can be

written in the form of G(z) (with different parameters, i.e.,

µ, ξ, and σ). Theorem 1 establishes the CDF in terms of

Pr(
V(k)−bk

ak
≤ z) instead of Pr(V(k) ≤ z). This is because

as k increases the corresponding probability density function

may degenerate to a point mass (page 46 of [36]). It can

be avoided by allowing a linear renormalization of the block

maximum V(k), i.e.,
V(k)−bk

ak
, and the renormalized variable is

asymptotically distributed as G(z) as k increases. Note that

if the renormalization of a variable follows a GEV family

distribution, the variable itself also follows a GEV family

distribution with different parameters (page 49 of [36]), i.e.,

the CDF of V(k) takes the same form as Pr(
V(k)−bk

ak
≤ z) (i.e.,

G(z)), but with different µ, ξ, and σ.

Based on Remark 1, to bound the probability (in (6)) by ǫm,

we can bound the corresponding extreme quantile of V(k), i.e.,

zuǫm . Then, we have Pr(V(k) ≥ zuǫm) = ǫum. Thus, (6) becomes

cmzuǫm ≤ bc,sm,n, ∀m ∈ M(n), ∀n ∈ N . (7)

Note that bc,sm,n is determined by the binary variable x
p
n,

and zuǫm is a constant given the probability ǫm and a GEV

distribution. By inverting the function of G (which can also

describe the CDF of V(k), but with different µ, ξ, and σ), the

extreme quantile is

zuǫm =




µ−

σ

ξ
[1− {− log(1− ǫm)}−ξ], if ξ 6= 0,

µ− σ log{− log(1 − ǫm)}, if ξ = 0.
(8)

Parameters of the GEV distribution Θ = (ξ, σ, µ) can be

inferred via the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), which

will be elaborated in Section VII-B.

Now, we consider n is executed at the client device, i.e.,

cn = 1, sn = 0 and x
1
n = 0. We can rewrite (4) as

sm
Qd

m,n + om,n

Rd
≤

t=T∑

t=1

tx0
n,t −

p=1,t=T∑

p=0,t=1

txp
m,t − cn

ωn

fc
,

∀m ∈ M(n), ∀n ∈ N . We notice that
Qd

m,n+om,n

Rd
is also a

random variable. Thus, we also apply the kth order statistics

and the extreme value theory to obtain

smzdǫm ≤ bs,cm,n, ∀m ∈ M(n), ∀n ∈ N . (9)

where zdǫm is the extreme quantile and bs,cm,n =
∑t=T

t=1 tx0
n,t −∑p=1,t=T

p=0,t=1 txp
m,t −

ωn

fc
is the nondeterministic upper bound.

V. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider to minimize a client device’s energy consump-

tion under the constraint of the completion time of the mobile

application. Specifically, a client device’s energy consumption

for task execution and data transmission can be given by

E =
∑

n

cnκωnf
2
c + Pu

∑

m∈M(n)

∑

n

cmsn
om,n

Ru

+ Pd

∑

m∈M(n)

∑

n

smcn
om,n

Rd
,

(10)

where κ is a constant related to the hardware architecture of

the client device [2], [28], Pu and Pd are random variables

represent the power consumption of the device for transmitting

data to and receiving data from the server. Due to the uncertain

radio channels, the client device’s energy consumption is

nondeterministic as well.

To design a robust computation offloading scheme for trans-

mitting offloaded computation over uncertain radio channels,

we first formulate the energy consumption in the worst case:

Ē =
∑

n

cnκωnf
2
c +

∑

m∈M(n)

∑

n

cmsnom,nJ(k)

+
∑

m∈M(n)

∑

n

smcnom,nH(k),
(11)

where J(k) = max
1≤i≤k

Ji and H(k) = max
1≤i≤k

Hi are the k-th order

statistics. {J1, J2, · · · , Jk} and {H1, H2, · · · , Hk} are the

sample sets drawn from fPu/Ru
(pu/ru) and fPd/Rd

(pd/rd),
respectively (by following statistical conventions, Pu/Ru and

Pd/Rd denote the random variables, and pu/ru and pd/rd
are the instances). Then, we define the expected energy

consumption of the client device in the worst case as follows:

Ψ = E
J(k)∼GEV (j(k))

H(k)∼GEV (h(k))

(Ē)
∑

n

cnκωnf
2
c +

∑

m∈M(n)

∑

n

(
cmsnom,n E

J(k)∼GEV (j(k))
(J(k)) + smcnom,n E

H(k)∼GEV (h(k))
(H(k))

)
,

(12)

where GEV (j(k)) and GEV (h(k)) are the inferred probability

distributions of J(k) and H(k), respectively. The expected value

of GEV distributed variable can be calculated as [36]

E
X∼GEV (x)

(X) =






µ+ σ(g1 − 1)/ξ, if ξ 6= 0, ξ < 1,

µ+ σγ, if ξ = 0,

∞, if ξ ≥ 1,

(13)

where g1 = Γ(1− ξ) and γ is Euler’s constant. For notational

simplicity, we have θu = E
J(k)∼GEV (j(k))

(J(k)) and θd = E
H(k)∼GEV (h(k))

(H(k)).

Therefore, we formulate the energy efficient computation

offloading problem as

MP : min
x
p
n∈{0,1}T , p∈{0,1}

Ψ

s. t. (1), (2), (3), (7), (9).
(14)

VI. A COLUMN GENERATION BASED EFFICIENT

ǫ-BOUNDED APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM

The formulated optimization problem in (14) is a quadrati-

cally constrained binary quadratic programming. In particular,

the decision variables are 2N 1-sparse binary vectors in

{0, 1}T , resulting in a total of 22NT degrees of freedom. This

makes the formulated problem computationally-intractable. To
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address this issue, we propose an ǫ-bounded approximate

algorithm based on the column generation (CG) technique

that is usually used to solve linear or nonlinear programming

in an iterative way [37] and is widely used in wireless

communication [38], [39]. Particularly, our proposed scheme

can find the ǫ-bounded approximate offloading policy, and

especially the optimal policy when setting ǫ = 0.

Specifically, we consider MP in (14) as a master problem,

and solve it via starting with a restricted master problem (i.e.,

called RMP) which minimizes Ψ given only a fraction of

the columns. We can add a new column into RMP only if

it has been determined by a price problem (i.e., called PP) to

be profitable for further reducing Ψ. To be more specific, at

each iteration, PP first determines whether any column (xp
n)

uninvolved in RMP can lead to a negative reduced cost, and

then the one with the most negative reduced cost will be added

into RMP. The iteration terminates at or satisfyingly close to

the optimal solution.

A. Restricted Master Problem

The general RMP that minimizes Ψ by considering only a

subset of all decision columns is

RMP : min
x
p
n∈SI

Ψ̃

s. t. (1), (2), (3), (7), (9),
(15)

where SI is a subset of all columns considered in MP,

denoted as S = {x0
1} ∪ {x0

N} ∪
{
x
p
n|x

p
n ∈ {0, 1}T , n ∈

{2, · · · , N − 1}, p ∈ {0, 1}
}

, and Ψ̃ is the expected worst

case energy consumption calculated with respect to SI . At the

same time, we set all the elements in set Sc
I = S\SI (the

complement set of SI ) to be zero vectors. Given a feasible

offloading policy determined by
{
x
p
n, n ∈ N , p ∈ {0, 1}

}
, Ψ̃

becomes deterministic. Thus, RMP is reduced to a feasibility

checking problem. Specifically, with a provided offloading

policy, we need to check whether there exists at least one

feasible solution in the set defined by the constraints in (15).

Without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.), we can start with

a special RMP in which all computation task modules are

assigned to the client device (cn = 1, sn = 0, ∀n ∈ N ). As a

result, SI =
{
x
0
n|∀n ∈ N

}
and Ψ̃ =

∑
n κωnf

2
c . Then, one

feasible solution for this special RMP is
{
x
0
n,t = 1, if t =∑n

i=1⌈
ωn

fc
⌉,x1

n = 0|n ∈ N
}

.

Since RMP involves only a subset of S used by MP, i.e.,

SI ⊂ S, Ψ̃ serves as an upper bound on the optimal result

of MP [37]. By introducing more columns to RMP, the upper

bound may be lowered down further. Therefore, we need to

determine which column is the most profitable to MP in terms

of negative reduced cost, and when the optimal result of RMP

is exactly the same as or satisfyingly close to the optimal

result of MP. This is achieved by solving the corresponding

price problem, described in the following.

B. Adding A New Column to RMP via PP

In each iteration, when RMP is solved, we need to check

whether adding any new column can lead to better solution to

MP. In particular, for each x
1
n in Sc

I (i.e., S\SI ), we need to

examine whether it has a negative reduced cost. The reduced

cost ζn for a column x
1
n ∈ Sc

I is, according to [37],

ζn =
∑

m∈M(n)

cmsnom,nθu +
∑

k∈C(n)

snckon,kθd

−
∑

m∈M(n)

πm,nb
c,s
m,n −

∑

k∈C(n)

πn,kb
s,c
n,k,

(16)

where πm,n’s and πn,k’s are the Lagrangian dual optimal

solution corresponding to constraints (7) and (9) in (15).

Then, we need to find the column that can produce the most

negative reduced cost. Hence, the column to be generated and

added to RMP is obtained by solving the price problem:

PP : min
x
1
n∈Sc

I

ζn

s. t. cmsnz
u
ǫm ≤ bc,sm,n, ∀m ∈ M(n),

snckz
d
ǫm ≤ bs,cn,k, ∀k ∈ C(n).

(17)

In PP, the new column x
1
n is embedded in bc,sm,n and bs,cn,k. This

is because all execution location indicators cm’s, sn’s and ck’s

have been determined by solving RMP. Thus, PP is a binary

integer programming (BIP). Denote by r∗ the optimal solution

to PP. If r∗ ≥ 0, then no column can generate negative reduced

cost, and the current solution to RMP is the optimal solution

to MP. Otherwise we add to RMP the column with the most

negative reduced cost identified by (17).

We first discuss the feasible solution to RMP with the added

new column and solve PP in the next subsection. Recall that

the objective function in (15) becomes deterministic under

a new offloading policy. The new feasible solution can be

obtained by setting

x
0
g = 0 and x

1
g,t = 1, ∃=1t ∈ {tmin, · · · , tmax}, (18)

where g is the node index of the new column identified

by (17), ∃=1 means “exists and choose one”, tmin =
max

m∈M(n)

∑p=1
p=0

∑t=T
t=1 txp

m,t+cmsnom,nθu+⌈ωn

fs
⌉ and tmax =

min
k∈C(n)

∑p=1
p=0

∑t=T
t=1 txp

k,t − snckon,kθd − ⌈ωk

fc
⌉ are constants,

indicating the range of the execution completion time of node

g at the server. tmin ≤ tmax is guaranteed when solving PP.

C. Solving PP

To solve PP, we need to evaluate the reduced cost of every

x
1
n ∈ Sc

I by solving N −2 BIP’s and checking their sign. Yet,

solving multiple BIP’s is time-consuming when a DAG has

hundreds or thousands of nodes. To circumvent this problem,

we formulate a new price problem (NPP):

NPP : min
λn, x

1
n, n∈Sc

I

r =
∑

n∈Sc
I

λnζn

s. t. cmsnz
u
ǫm ≤

∑

n∈Sc
I

λnb
c,s
m,n, ∀m ∈ M(n),

snckz
d
ǫm ≤

∑

n∈Sc
I

λnb
s,c
n,k, ∀k ∈ C(n),

∑

n∈Sc
I

λn = 1, λn ∈ {0, 1},

(19)
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where the decision variables are λn’s and x
1
n’s (absorbed in

bc,sm,n, bs,cn,k and ζn). (19) is equivalent to (17), because in

(19) only a single λn can be activated (equals to 1) in both

the objective function and the constraints, and the number of

λn’s equals to the cardinality of Sc
I in (17). Although NPP

formulated in (19) is a quadratic integer programming with

quadratic constraints, which is generally more complicated

than (17), we can solve it efficiently by further decomposing

(19) into two separate problems, including a column selection

(CS) problem with the fixed bc,sm,n and bs,cn,k and a completion

time decision (TD) problem with the selected columns.

W.l.o.g., we can initially set bc,sm,n = zuǫm and bs,cn,k = zdǫm ,

and optimize (19) over λn as

CS : min
λn, n∈Sc

I

r =
∑

n∈Sc
I

λnζn

s. t.
∑

n∈Sc
I

λn = 1, λn ∈ {0, 1}.
(20)

Then (19) is reduced to a trivial problem, i.e., 0-1 knapsack

problem with the maximum weight capacity W = 1. The

solution to CS is λl = 1, for l = arg min
n

ζn.

Next, we fix λn’s, and formulate the TD problem as follows:

TD : min
x
1
l
, l∈Sc

I

r = λlζl

s. t. cmslz
u
ǫm ≤ λlb

c,s
m,l, ∀m ∈ M(l),

slckz
d
ǫm ≤ λlb

s,c
l,k , ∀k ∈ C(l),

λl = 1.

(21)

TD is a BIP problem with the only decision variable x
1
l

(absorbed in bc,sm,l, b
s,c
l,k and ζl). By relaxing x

1
l as 0 ≤ x

1
l,t ≤ 1,

TD can be relaxed to a linear programming that can be easily

solved by polynomial interior algorithm [37]. Then, we set

one element with the largest value in the solution vector as

x
1
l,t = 1, and other elements as x

1
l,t′ = 0 (t′ 6= t).

We use r∗ to denote the solution of NPP achieved by

solving CS and relaxed TD iteratively, and summarize the

above process of solving NPP in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Solving NPP

Input: Dual solution πm,n’s and πn,k’s of RMP, Sc
I ,

maximum iteration number max iter num, iter num = 0
Output: x1

g ∈ Sc
I (column to be added to RMP)

1: while iter num < max iter num or r∗ changes do

2: Initialize bc,sm,n’s as zuǫm , bs,cn,k as zdǫm ;

3: Given bc,sm,n’s and bs,cn,k’s, solve CS by setting λl = 1,

for l = argmin
n

ζn;

4: Given λl = 1, relax 0 ≤ x
1
l,t ≤ 1 and solve the relaxed

TD by polynomial interior algorithm;

5: Set the maximum x
1
l,t to 1 and other x1

l,t’s as 0;

6: Evaluate r∗;

7: iter num = iter num+ 1;

8: end while

9: set g = l, return x
1
g .

D. ǫ-Bounded Approximate Solution

The solver developed in Algorithm 1 does not achieve the

optimal solution to PP, i.e., r∗. However, when the result of

NPP, i.e., r∗, is larger than or equal to 0, i.e., r∗ ≥ r∗ ≥ 0,

MP can still be solved optimally. Even if r∗ < 0, we can

still find an ǫ-bounded approximate solution to MP. First, we

define the ǫ-bounded approximate solution as follows.

Definition 1: The ǫ-Bounded Approximate Solution. Let 0 ≤
ǫ < 1 be the predefined parameter and Ψ∗ be the optimal

result. Then a solution Ψ is called the ǫ-bounded approximate

solution if it satisfies Ψ∗ ≤ Ψ ≤ (1 + ǫ)Ψ∗.

We can have the following lemma on determining the ǫ-
bounded approximate offloading policy.

Lemma 1: Denote by Ψl and Ψu the lower and upper bounds

on the optimal result Ψ∗ of MP, respectively. Then, the ǫ-
bounded approximate solution can be obtained when no new

column (x1
n) can be found by solving PP, or the iteration stops

at r∗ ≥ 0, or Ψl

Ψu
≥ 1

1+ǫ .

Proof: When Ψl

Ψu
≥ 1

1+ǫ , we have Ψu ≤ (1+ǫ)Ψl ≤ (1+
ǫ)Ψ∗. Then, given any result Ψ between the lower and upper

bounds, i.e., Ψl ≤ Ψ ≤ Ψu, we can have Ψ∗ ≤ Ψ ≤ Ψu ≤
(1 + ǫ)Ψ∗, which is the ǫ-bounded approximate solution by

Definition 1. Besides, when r∗ ≥ 0 or no new column can be

found by solving PP, as discussed before, the obtained solution

is the optimal solution and hence an ǫ-bounded approximate

solution as well (ǫ = 0).

The optimal result of RMP at each iteration serves as an

upper bound of MP, i.e., Ψu. A lower bound can be obtained

by setting Ψl = Ψu + Kr∗ ≤ Ψ∗ according to [37], where

r∗ is the optimal solution to PP, and K ≥
∑

n sn holds for

the optimal solution to RMP. Since we do not actually obtain

r∗ with the decomposition of NPP into CS and relaxed TD,

the lower bound can be set to Ψu + Kr∗, which is less than

Ψu+Kr∗ and hence Ψ∗. Additionally, because r∗ is negative,

Ψl may be negative as well. Thus, in practice, we set Ψl =
max{0,Ψu +Kr∗}.

At each iteration, by solving RMP and NPP we can obtain

a new pair of lower and upper bounds. By evaluating their

ratio, i.e., Ψl

Ψu
, we can determine whether we have obtained

an ǫ-bounded approximate solution. The process to find an ǫ-
bounded approximate offloading solution for offloading a DAG

modeled application is summarized in Algorithm 2.

E. Computational Complexity Analysis

It is obvious that the computational complexity is closely

related to the DAG’s structure, and the number of parent mod-

ules of a node is clearly upper bounded by N . Since Algorithm

2 solves the formulated problem iteratively, we assume that it

solves the problem by K iterations. There are a total of N−2
task modules that can be offloaded, so K ≤ N − 2. At each

iteration, we need to solve both the RMP and NPP. As a result,

we can analyze the computational complexity as follows. First,

solving the RMP is reduced to feasibility checking, which

requires the computational complexity of O(NT ). Second, the

NPP includes CS and TD. Solving CS takes the O(N |SC
I |)

computational complexity, where |SC
I | decreases by one at

each iteration. Solving the TD by the polynomial interior
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Algorithm 2 An ǫ-bounded approximate solution for DAG-

modeled application offloading

Input: initialize ǫ, SI , Ψl = 0, Ψu = ∞, r∗ = ∞
Output: offloading decision cn’s and sn’s

1: while PP generates a new column, or Ψl

Ψu
< 1

1+ǫ , or r∗ <
0 do

2: Solve RMP under current SI by checking the feasibil-

ity, obtain Ψu and the dual optimal solutions πm,n’s and

πn,k’s;

3: Solve NPP using Algorithm 1, and obtain new column

x
1
g according to (18);

4: Obtain the result of NPP, i.e., r∗;

5: Update SI = SI ∪ x
1
g , set x0

g = 0, Sc
I = S\SI ;

6: Ψl = Ψu +Kr∗;

7: end while

8: for n ∈ {1, · · · , N} do

9: cn =
∑

t x
0
n,t; sn =

∑
t x

1
n,t;

10: end for

algorithm requires the computational complexity of O(n3),
where n is the number of variables. Moreover, x

1
l with T

dimensions is the only decision variable, which means we have

n = T . Therefore, we can conclude that the computational

complexity of solving MP in (14) by the proposed scheme

based on column generation is O
(
K(NT +N2+T 3)

)
. Com-

putational complexity also implicitly depends on ǫ through the

parameter K . The reason is that K depends on if Ψl

Ψu
< 1

1+ǫ
holds (i.e., one of the condition on obtaining an ǫ-bounded

approximate solution discussed in Lemma 1). As a result, by

choosing different values of ǫ, the value of K also varies.

F. Offloading Mobile Applications with Special Structures

Some mobile applications may have simple structures, and

can be modeled as DAGs with only sequential or parallel task

module dependency [13], [40]. In this section, we provide

principles to conduct computation offloading for these special

mobile applications.

(a) Sequential dependency (b) Parallel dependency

Fig. 2. DAGs with only sequential or parallel task module dependency.

1) Case I: Applications with Only Sequential Module De-

pendency: For applications that can be modeled as a DAG

with only sequential dependency, i.e., Fig. 2(a), we develop

an efficient way to offload its computations. First, we arrive at

a theorem about the optimal computation offloading policy for

executing applications with only sequential dependency under

uncertain radio channel and network queues.

Theorem 2: Under uncertain radio channel with queuing

delay, the optimal offloading policy for executing applications

with only sequential dependency only migrates computations

once from the client device to the edge server if needed.

Proof: W.l.o.g., suppose an application has N sequential

modules, and two subsequences, i.e., modules from u to v
and p to q, are migrated to the server for execution, where

1 < u < v < p < q < N . Then, the expected worst-

case energy consumption for this offloading policy is Ψ1 =∑
n∈S1

cnκωnf
2
c +Pu(ou−1+ op−1)θu+Pd(ov+1 + oq+1)θd,

where S1 =
{
{2, · · · , u − 1} ∪ {v + 1, · · · , p − 1} ∪ {q +

1, · · · , N − 1}
}

. If modules from v+1 to p− 1 are executed

at the server instead, then the expected worst-case energy

consumption for the new policy is Ψ2 =
∑

n∈S2
cnκinωnf

2
c +

Puou−1θu + Pdoq+1θd, where S2 =
{
{2, · · · , u − 1} ∪ {q +

1, · · · , N−1}
}

. Obviously, we have Ψ2 < Ψ1, thus offloading

only one subsequence, i.e., migrating only once, provides a

better solution.

With Theorem 2, we can have a more efficient way to solve

PP for applications with only sequential dependency. Since the

offloaded modules should be consecutive in a DAG with only

sequential dependency, once we find one column with negative

reduced cost, we can keep adding its neighboring module with

increasing hops as the new column until the reduced cost

is positive. Then the subsequence (each node has a negative

reduced cost) is migrated to the server for execution.

2) Case II: Applications with Only Parallel Dependency:

We now consider DAG with only parallel dependency, i.e., Fig.

2(b), We also have a theorem on the computation offloading

policy for executing such applications.

Theorem 3: Under uncertain radio channel with queuing

delay, the optimal offloading policy for executing applications

with only parallel dependency is the one that offloads all

modules whose energy consumption for execution is larger

than the expected worst-case energy consumption for data

transmission, i.e., κωnf
2
c > Puθuo1 + Pdθdon, n ∈ N .

Proof: Suppose the minimum expected worst-case energy

consumption without the nth module is Ψ∗
N/n. If n is executed

locally, then Ψ = Ψ∗
N/n + κωnf

2
c , else if n is executed

remotely, then Ψ = Ψ∗
N/n + Puθuo1 + Pdθdon. Hence,

offloading a module that consumes higher energy by local

execution than data transmission will result in lower Ψ.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Now, we will describe the experiment setup, discuss param-

eter estimation for the considered GEV distributions, evalu-

ate the performance of the proposed computation offloading

scheme, empirically corroborate the performance degradation

caused by simple assumptions on network condition and

queues, and compare with the state-of-the-art mechanism.

Furthermore, we will also study the scalability of the pro-

posed scheme, and investigate the offloading performance on

simulated applications with sequential or parallel dependence.

A. Experimental Setup

We conduct extensive experiments including both testbed

experiments (Section VII-C, VII-D, and VII-E) and simula-

tions (Section VII-F and VII-G) to evaluate the performance

of our proposed scheme. Specifically, we establish a MEC

architecture in which four servers (provided by the Accipiter
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System2), each having 2.4GHz CPU with 6 cores, are deployed

in a 40 × 70m2 floor area in an office building. The servers

are directly connected to a switch. The client devices used in

the experiments are all Motorola moto G4 with 1.5GHz CPU.

In Fig. 3, we provide the floor plan of the environment along

with the edge server used in the testbed experiments.

Fig. 3. Floor plan of the experiment environment. The edge server is located
at the second office room (indicated by the red arrow), top right corner.

We execute a real-world mobile application, i.e., Smart

Diagnosis visualized in Fig. 1. We implement this application

on Android devices and encapsulate the proposed scheme as

an API that can be called when the application is invoked. We

set the competition time T = 0.5×104 milliseconds (approxi-

mately the average execution time of a mobile device running

a computer vision application), and ∆ = 1 millisecond.

To measure the communication parameters in the MEC

system, we first execute Smart Diagnosis locally on several

mobile devices, randomly walk in the considered area with

varying speeds, make video phone calls, and run programs

at these devices to generate random matrices with varying

sizes, offload them to the servers to calculate the singular

values, then receive the results. At the same time, we also

use available Android tools, i.e., tPacketCapture, WiFi SNR,

and PETrA [41], to record the statistics of the queue length,

the channel SNR, and the client device’s energy consumption,

respectively. Specifically, tPacketCapture captures out-going

and incoming packets using VpnService provided by Android

OS, and the captured data are saved as PCAP files and

further analyzed using Wireshark. WiFi SNR records the

varying SNR, from which we calculate the corresponding bit

rates using Shannon-Hartley theorem given the predetermined

bandwidth for data transmission. PETrA provides the client de-

vice’s energy consumption profile in real-time when executing

applications. In Table II, we show some statistics of the out-

going and incoming packet size (i.e., Pu and Pd), uploading

and downloading data rates (i.e., Ru and Rd), and uploading

and downloading power consumption (i.e., Pu and Pd).

TABLE II
STATISTICS OF COLLECTED SAMPLES.

parameters mean standard deviation

Pu (×105 bit) 1.01 0.09

Pd (×105 bit) 1.32 0.01
Ru (×105 bit/s) 4.5 0.5

Rd (×105 bit/s) 13.1 1.1
Pu (mW) 0.14 0.04
Pd (mW) 0.16 0.06

2https://www.accipitersystems.com/

B. Parameter Estimation for GEV Distribution

Based on the statistics collected in Section VII-A, we

calculate the communication parameters, i.e., zuǫm , zdǫm , θu and

θd, which involve the inference of GEV distribution of V(k),

J(k), and H(k). Since all of them follow the same process, we

only show the process of inferring V(k). We use tPacketCapture

and WIFI SNR to capture a series of independent samples

of real-time queue length and SNR, and then form a set

{V1, V2, · · · , VN}, where Vn =
Qu

n+on
Ru

, on is a generated

matrix data size measured in bits, Qu
n is the queue length

when transmitting on to the edge server and is determined

based on the time tag when the matrix transmission command

is invoked and executed, and Ru is the corresponding bit rate.

The samples are blocked into N
k sequences of length k, for

some large values of k, generating a series of block maxima,

V(k)1
, V(k)2

, · · · , V(k) N
k

, to which the GEV distribution for

V(k) in the case of transmitting data to the edge server is fitted.

Please refer to [36] for the details of using MLE to find the

GEV distribution given series of block maxima. In the testbed

experiment, we set k (the order of statistics) as 1500, because

by the end of executing the Smart Diagnosis, each device can

generate about 1500 random matrices, transmit them to the

server, and receive the singular values. The data collection

period is repeated for 100 times , which means N
k = 100.

Fig. 4 shows the histogram of the block maximas (indicated

by the blue bars) and the inferred GEV distributions (indicated

by the red curves). Specifically, by fixing ǫum = ǫdm = 0.1,

according to (8), we calculate the 90% quantile of fVk
(vk)

for transmitting data to the edge server and client device as

zuǫm = 0.349 and zdǫm = 0.107, respectively. By applying (13),

we calculate θu = 4.81 × 10−4 and θd = 1.11 × 10−5. The

parameters used for executing Smart Diagnosis in the MEC

system are summarized in Table III.

(a) GEV distribution of (b) GEV distribution of

V(k) during data uploading V(k) during data downloading

(c) GEV distribution of J(k) (d) GEV distribution of H(k)

Fig. 4. Inferred GEV distributions.

https://www.accipitersystems.com/
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TABLE III
THE SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT SETTINGS.

fc fs κ zuǫm zdǫm T ∆ θu θd

1.5GHz 2.4GHz 10−24mW/Hz3 0.349s 0.107s 0.5× 104ms 1 4.81× 10−4mW·s/bit 1.11× 10−5mW·s/bit

C. Performance of the Proposed Scheme

To evaluate the efficacy of our proposed scheme, we cal-

culate the offloading percentage and the energy consumption

of Smart Diagnosis using different computation offloading

decisions obtained under varying approximation parameter (ǫ),
while fixing the probabilities (ǫum and ǫdm) of the extreme

case events happening during the period of data uploading

and downloading.
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(a) Fix ǫdm = ǫum = 0.01. (b) Fix ǫdm = ǫum = 0.1.
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(c) Fix ǫ = 0.03, ǫdm = 0.01. (d) Fix ǫ = 0.03, ǫum = 0.01.

Fig. 5. Offloading percentage and energy consumption under various approx-
imation parameter and queueing delay.

We show the results in Fig. 5, where the blue dotted line

represents the offloading percentage and the red dotted line

is the energy consumption. Specifically, Fig. 5(a) and (b) are

the results of setting ǫdm = ǫum = 0.01 and ǫdm = ǫum = 0.1,

respectively.3 We see that our scheme is very robust under

various ǫ. For example, in Fig. 5(a), when ǫdm = ǫum = 0.01,

the offloading policy is optimal as long as the approximation

parameter does not exceed 0.05. This is because the client

device favors an energy-friendly computation offloading policy

that offloads more computing nodes, and when the extreme

case events happen with a lower probability, the radio channel

is able to support more data transferring between the client

device and the edge server. Even increasing the probability

that extreme case events occur, we can still obtain an optimal

offloading policy when 0 ≤ ǫ ≤ 0.03 as shown in Fig. 5(b).

Based on the obtained optimal offloading decision for Smart

Diagnosis when ǫ = 0.03, ǫdm = ǫum = 0.1, modules named

“SURF Description”, “SIFT Description”, “KNN1”, “KNN2”,

“Tokenization”, and “POS Tagging” in Fig. 1 are offloaded.

3In practice, we can choose large values of ǫdm and ǫum if there are
multiple mobile devices utilizing the computation resource at the edge,
because in this case, the probability of experiencing high queuing size and
low communication rate will be higher.

We further evaluate the impact of queuing delay on the

performance by varying probabilities ǫum and ǫdm, and show

the results in Fig. 5 (c) and (d). We can see that for both

cases, the offloading percentage decreases and Ψ increases

with the increasing values of ǫum and ǫdm. The reason is that as

ǫum and ǫdm increase, the channel conditions and queuing delay

cause the increase in data transmission time, thus the proposed

scheme decreases the number of modules to be offloaded.

D. Performance Degradation Caused by Simple Network Con-

dition and Queueing Assumptions

Having demonstrated the efficacy of the proposed scheme,

we now empirically corroborate that it will lead to higher

energy consumption for the client device if we simply adopt

strong assumptions on the network conditions or the queuing

delays when deciding which task module to offload. Specif-

ically, we consider the offloading decisions for the Smart

Diagnosis obtained under the following scenarios: (i) a block-

fading communication channel, and (ii) constant queuing size

of the out-going buffers at the client device and server.

Scenario (i). The block-fading channel assumes that the chan-

nel condition does not change over the duration of application

execution, thus, according to the Shannon-Hartley theorem, the

client device can have constant uploading and downloading bit

rates (i.e., Ru and Rd). As a result, the unknown conditions

when making computation offloading decisions are Qu
m,n,

Qd
m,n (cf. (4)), Pu, and Pd (cf. (10)). The offloading decision

can still be obtained by the developed column generation based

algorithm by considering constant Ru and Rd when fitting the

required GEV distributions in Section VII-B.
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Fig. 6. Energy consumption comparison between offloading decisions ob-
tained with and without the block-fading channel assumption.

In Fig. 6 (a) and (b), we present the empirical energy

consumption of the client device when executing Smart Diag-

nosis using the offloading decisions obtained with the block-

fading channel assumption (the blue curves). We also plot the

energy consumption obtained without assuming block-fading

channel (the red lines) for comparison. In this experiment, we

fix ǫdm = ǫum = 0.01 and ǫ = 0.05. More specifically, in

Fig. 6 (a), we fix Rd to be the average value computed using
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SNR measured by WiFiSNR in Section VII-A, and vary Ru

in the range of E[Ru]±4.5MB/s, where E[Ru] = 10.7MB/s is

obtained from Section VII-A. Similarly, in Fig. 6 (b), we fix

Ru to be the average value obtained in Section VII-A, and vary

Rd in the range of E[Rd]±4.5MB/s, where E[Rd] = 22.7MB/s

is also obtained from Section VII-A. Clearly, by considering

the uncertainty in downloading and uploading bit rates, i.e.,

without the strong assumptions on the communication channel,

the offloading decisions achieved by our proposed scheme can

always lead to much lower empirical energy consumption.

The reason is that under the block-fading channel assumption,

when Ru or Rd is low, the offloading decision will assign

more task module at the client device, which increases its

energy consumption. On the other hand, when Ru or Rd is

high, the offloading decision will assign more task module to

the server. However, in practice, it may take the client device

more time to transmit or receive the data if the data rates

drop in the course of the application execution, because we

carry the mobile device and walk at various speed during all

the experiments. Similar phenomenon has also been shown in

[20], i.e., the varying locations of the local mobile transmitter

and receiver can lead to uncertainties in channel law as well

as arbitrarily varying communication bit rates.

Scenario (ii). In this case, the unknown conditions in our

computation offloading scheme are Ru, Rd, Pu, and Pd. The

offloading decision is obtained using the column generation

based algorithm by considering the constant Qu
m,n and Qd

m,n.
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Fig. 7. Energy consumption comparison between offloading decisions ob-
tained with and without the constant queuing size assumption.

In Fig. 7 (a) and (b), we present the empirical energy

consumption of the client device when executing Smart Diag-

nosis using the offloading decisions obtained with the constant

queuing size assumption (the blue curves). Additionally, the

energy consumption (the red lines) obtained without such

assumption is shown for comparison. In this experiment, we

still fix ǫdm = ǫum = 0.01 and ǫ = 0.05. Particularly, in

Fig. 7 (a), we fix Qd
m,n to be the average value measured

by tPacketCapture in Section VII-A, and vary Qu
m,n in the

range of E[Qu
m,n] ± 1.5KB, where E[Qu

m,n] = 3.3KB is

obtained from Section VII-A. Similarly, in Fig. 7 (b), we

fix Qu
m,n to be the average value obtained in Section VII-A,

and vary Qd
m,n in the range of E[Qd

m,n] ± 1.5MB/s, where

E[Qd
m,n] = 5.4MB/s is also obtained from Section VII-A.

Clearly, by considering the uncertainty of the queuing size, i.e.,

without the constant queuing size assumption, the offloading

decisions achieved by the proposed scheme can always lead

to much lower empirical energy consumption. Similar analysis

also applies to this scenario; under the assumption of constant

queuing size at the out-going buffer of the client device and the

server, when Qu
m,n or Qd

m,n is low, the offloading decision will

assign more task modules to the server to save local energy

consumption, but it may take the client device more time to

transmit or receive the data, which incur extra communication

energy, if the queuing size increase during the application

execution. The reason is that sudden burst of serving requests

can overflow the edge servers’ resource and may even cause

MEC failure [22], [23]. On the other hand, if Qu
m,n or Qd

m,n

is high, the offloading decision will assign more task modules

to the local device and increase its energy consumption.

E. Performance Improvement over Existing Schemes

We compare our proposed algorithm with two state-of-

the-art offloading approaches, i.e., Hermes [10] and JSCO

[14] discussed in Section II. The experiment are conducted

by varying ǫ when ǫdm = ǫum = 0.01, and the offloading

percentage and energy consumption are calculated for all

algorithms. The results are shown in Fig. ??. We see that our

scheme can always lead to the lowest energy consumption

by offloading more computation modules as long as the

approximation parameter ǫ is less than 0.05. Particularly, when

ǫ ≤ 0.05, our scheme can save more than 50% energy for

the local device, as the energy consumption of executing

Smart Diagnosis using Hermes, JSCO, and our scheme are

about 0.03J , 0.028J , and 0.014J , respectively. The reason

is that JSCO fails to consider uncertainties in dynamic radio

channels with queueing delay, and Hermes introduces extra

energy consumption due to communication overhead caused

by continuously probing the channel.
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Fig. 8. Performance comparison with state-of-the-art offloading approaches.

F. The Scalability of The Proposed Scheme

To explore the scalability of the proposed scheme, we mea-

sure the number of offloaded nodes when running simulated

DAGs with different sizes. Specifically, we simulate DAGs

with layer-by-layer structure, where a random number of nodes

is generated for each layer and edges are added between nodes

across layers with a given probability p. In this experiment, the

computation workload and output data size of each module in
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simulated DAGs are all attributed to half-normal distributions

(nonnegative support) with different parameters. Besides, the

communication parameters used in this simulation experiment

are the same as those in Table III.
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Fig. 9. Evaluation of the scalability of the proposed computation offloading
algorithm.

We vary the number of nodes in a DAG from 101 to

103 and consider four connecting probabilities, i.e., p ∈
{0.05, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25}. In the left panel of Fig. 9, we plot

the number of offloaded nodes versus the size of DAG when

having ǫ = 0.03 and ǫum = ǫdm = 0.01. We see that by

fixing a DAG size, i.e., N = 102, the number of offloaded

modules decreases with the increasing p. This is because the

denser the DAG, the more dependency among modules, and

offloading will cost more energy in dense DAGs than that

in sparse ones. Moreover, we also observe that by fixing a

connecting probability, i.e., p = 0.05, the number of offloaded

nodes grows linearly with the size of DAG. Since the proposed

scheme identifies one column at each iteration, it scales

linearly with the graph size. This indicates that our scheme

is computationally efficient. In the right panel of Fig. 9, we

also plot the time cost of running our proposed algorithm on

these simulated DAGs. We can see that the computation time

also scales linearly with the graph size, and it suggests that

our proposed algorithm can work in real-world MEC system.

G. Offloading Applications with Special Dependency

In this section, to corroborate the findings in Theorem 2 and

3, we also simulate special applications with only sequential or

parallel dependency. Specifically, we consider an application

composed of 14 task modules. The computation workload

and output data size for each task module are sampled from

Poisson distributions with λ1 = 106Hz and λ2 = 12kb.

Fig. 10 shows the offloading decision of task modules

with only sequential dependency. In particular, we compare

the offloading decisions by considering two approximation

parameters, i.e., ǫ = 0 and ǫ = 0.03, and for each ǫ, we

consider the effect of ǫdm and ǫum on the offloading policy.

In Fig. 10, we use the blue dotted line to show the offloading

policy under ǫdm = ǫum = 0.01, use the red circled line to show

the offloading policy under ǫdm = ǫum = 0.1, and use 1 or 0 to

indicate a particular module is offloaded or not. We can see

that in both cases, the offloading policies for sequential DAG

only offload one subsequence. Besides, when the extreme

events happen with low probabilities, the offloading policy will

offload longer subsequence. This is because the better radio

conditions, the less task modules will be executed locally.
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Fig. 10. Offloading decision for sequential dependency DAG.
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Fig. 11. Offloading decision for parallel dependency DAG.

Fig. 11 shows the offloading decision of all tasks with

only parallel dependency. We compare the offloading decisions

by considering two sets of approximation parameter and

probabilities, i.e., ǫ = 0, ǫdm = ǫum = 0.01 and ǫ = 0.03,

ǫdm = ǫum = 0.1. In Fig. 11, the blue dotted lines indicate the

offloading policy decided by running our column generation

based algorithm, the red circled lines indicate the policy de-

cided by Theorem 3. We can see that in Fig. 11(a), the obtained

offloading polices are identical for both methods, but in Fig.

11(b), the policy decided by Theorem 3 offloads more nodes

than that decided by the algorithm. The reason is that when

the approximation parameter is large, e.g., ǫ = 0.03 in Fig.

11(b), the solution to the proposed algorithm is an ǫ-bounded

approximate solution, while the solution given by Theorem

3 is the optimal offloading decision. This implies that when

applications have only parallel dependency, we can directly

obtain the optimal offloading policy by evaluating the energy

consumption and expected worst-case energy consumption for

data transmission of each task module.

Additionally, we also conduct experiments to offload the

simulated DAGs with special dependency structures under

the uncertainty MEC system described in Section VII-A. The

communication parameters are still set as those listed in Table

III. In Table IV, we compare the energy consumption achieved

by our scheme, under different choice of ǫ, ǫdm, and ǫum, with

Hermes and JSCO. Clearly, our developed scheme can still

achieve the lowest local energy consumption, which suggests

again that by explicitly addressing the uncertainties involved

in computation offloading using the extreme value theory, we

can make offloading decisions that are close to the optimal

ones (i.e., when ǫ = 0).
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION CAUSED BY OUR ALGORITHM

AND OTHER SCHEMES ON DAG WITH SPECIAL DEPENDENCY.

sequential DAG parallel DAG

ǫ = 0 ǫ = 0.03 ǫ = 0 ǫ = 0.03
ǫdm = ǫum = 0.01 0.011 J 0.014 J 0.017 J 0.018 J

ǫdm = ǫum = 0.1 0.016 J 0.018 J 0.020 J 0.022 J

0.019 J by Hermes 0.022 J by Hermes
0.020 J by JSCO 0.024 J by JSCO

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigate the problem of energy-efficient

computation offloading in a practical MEC systems. In contrast

to existing works which usually impose strong assumptions

on communication channels and network queues, we remove

these assumptions and address the uncertainties in the MEC

system. First, we handle the uncertainties and bound the

occurrence probability of extreme events using extreme value

theory. Then, we formulate the expected energy consump-

tion in the worst case when executing time-sensitive appli-

cations. Next, since the formulated optimization problem is

a quadratically constrained binary quadratic programming,

we develop an ǫ-bounded approximation algorithm based on

column generation technique to solve it. In addition, we also

tailor the proposed computation offloading scheme to accom-

modate special applications with only sequential or parallel

task module dependency. We implement the proposed scheme

on the Android platform and conduct extensive experiments by

executing a real-world mobile application. Experiment results

corroborate the fact that it will lead to lower energy consump-

tion by explicitly consider the uncertainties in communication

channels and network queues, and show that our scheme

outperform state-of-the-art schemes in terms of energy saving.
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